Inclusive work
environment
A service within the framework
of Sustainable Working Life
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The Social Partners’
Council in brief
The Social Partners’ Council is a non-profit organisation consisting of
unions and employers within the central government sector.
We produce support for the areas that are laid down in collective
bargaining agreements. As of 2021 we are working in the following
areas:

•
•
•
•

Work environment
Sustainable working life
Wage formation
Cooperation

A total of 247 central government agencies are members.
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Based on universal design of workplaces
(UDW)
UDW is a development of the concept of universal design which is taken from the
UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities and is defined as:
“the design of products, environments, programmes and services to be usable by
all people, to the greatest extent possible, without the need for adaptation or
specialized design.”
UDW focuses on designing workplaces in a way that is as universal as possible
from the outset.

UDW in a central government context
The parties agreed to adapt UDW to a central government context, which resulted
in the creation of the service Inclusive Work Environment. This service is designed
to allow both parties to work collectively with UDW.
The service addresses the question ‘Who is our workplace designed for?’ by
focusing on:
• Work environment – who feels good here?
• Supply of competent staff – whose skills are being developed here?
• Equal treatment – does everyone have equal opportunities?

Purpose and target group
• Online support in three parts, designed in the context of central government
workplaces. Each section is made up of a workshop that is led by the agency.
• The purpose of the service is to contribute by providing tools and new
perspectives on how work with the work environment, equal treatment and the
supply of competent staff can be coordinated and expanded/developed.
• The target group for the service is a group made up of both parties, for example
a work environment committee or a liaison group.
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Quality assurance of
the service
• Representative from the Swedish Agency for
Government Employers in the project’s steering
group.
• The Union for Professionals’,
Akademikerförbundet SSR, participation in the
internal project group.
• Frequent reference group meetings with
approximately ten agencies.
• Pilot with the Swedish Tax Agency.
• Accessibility test – in progress.

A look at the online tool

FAQ
How can my workplace use this service?

How long does the process take?

A call-off order submitted jointly by both parties is

The Social Partners’ Council has developed a

required in order to use the service. This means
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union are behind the call-off order. Both parties

and 3–6 months between part 2 and 3. There is a

also need to participate in the Social Partners’

trade-off between the estimated time the tasks will

Council’s evaluations.

take to be implemented between the different
parts of the service and not allowing too much
time to pass between the sessions.

FAQ
How is the service delivered?
The agency can choose to have access to the
service via the Social Partners’ Council website
or as an HTML or SCORM package that can be
uploaded into an own LMS.

Any other questions?
hallbartarbetsliv@partsradet.se
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